The Meaning of the Word

In the same way that a number is expressed by a name,
A book can be expressed by a name
Because a book can be expressed by a name,
That is, the name of a book is the summation of the book
And the name of a man is the summation of a man
Because the man is the man,
Thus as the book is of the summated man,
A summated man can become a book.
This is according to the theory
And actuality of another kind of mathematics... The cosmic abstract principle of multi-reality.

The Immaculate Version

The scheme of things is the dream of things.
The imagination's thought of things.
The idea: the conception, the version.
The mystery of things is the immaculate version
(The hidden things and therefore the unexposed things)
Of the idea: the unexposed secrets of the version.
The secrets of the version.
In the phonetic version of the mystery, the mystery of things is the immaculate version; the conception of
The immaculate: the unexposed, the immaculate version.
The mystery of things is the version, the conception: the idea
The subconscious thought of things is the dream of things. That one, of all